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2Y , is a non-empty, convex, weakly compact-valued and
integrably bounded correspondence having an Fi-measurable graph, i.e.,
G Q ; E Fi (>(I B(Y).
Qi :

----+

(A.2)

i) For each i,

7r i(-,' ) :

ii) The function
iii)

7ri

7ri

Q(w)

----+

JR, is weakly continuous.

is concave in the i-th coordinat.e for all i .

Since I1(q) is a concave functi(
valued. By virtue of Berge's Max
u.s.c. Finally, an appeal to Wei!
is also a non-empty valued corrE
Now since each 'Pi is non-emp
it follows that likewise is F :
satisfies aU the conditions of t.
Consequently, there exists some

is integrably bounded.

5
4

Existence of a Cournot-Nash equilibrium

We can now st.ate the first existence result. '/lie assume that t.here exists a
finite or countable partition Ai, (i = 1, ... , n) of D, and the a-algebra F i is
generated by Ai.
Theorem 4.1: Let C = {(Qi, 7ri, Fi, /1) : i = 1, ... ,n} be a Cournot game
satisfying (A.1) - (A.2). Then, there exists a Cournot-Nash equilibrium.
Proof: For each i, define the correspondence 'Pi : LQ _;

----+

2LQ ; by

Also define the correspondence F : L Q ----+ 2 LQ by

Collusion under diffE

I t is a well known result that
Pareto optimal. In other words,
tracted by the firms. If t.he fin
t.hen a Pareto optimal outcome
examined when firms have sym]
ence of differential information
to collude, depending on how t.hE
Before we proceed, let's define tb
will consider in the sequel.

Definition 5.1: A Pooled in/or
their information, i.e., the info
1, .. . ,n, where V denotes the]01

Definition 5.2: A Private info
their own private information, i.(

As in Yannelis and Rustichini (1991), we will show that the correspondence
F satisfies all the hypotheses of the Fan-Glicksberg Fixed Point Theorem.
It can then be easily checked that a fixed point of the correspondence F
is by construction a Cournot-Nash equilibrium for C. We will complete the
proof in t.hree steps.
1. LQ is non-empty, convex, weakly compact and metrizable.
The non-emptiness of LQ follows from the Aumann measurable selection
theorem. Also, since each Qi is non-empty, convex and weakly compact, it
follows from Diestel's Theorem that each LQi is a weakly compact subset
of L 1(/1 , Y ). Obviously, each LQ ; is convex. Furthermore, since each LQ; is
a weakly compact subset of a separable Banach space L1 (/1, Y), it is also
metrizable [for more details see Yarmelis and Rustichini (1991), Theorem
5.1j.
II. The function IT; is weakly continuous for each i.
Since, by assumption, 7ri is concave, weakly continuous and 7ri is inte
grably bounded, the result follows by an application of Theorem 2.8 in
Balder and Yannelis (1993).
III. Each correspondence 'Pi : LQ _; ----+ 2 LQ i , is non-empty, convex valued
and weakly u.s.c.

Definition 5. 3: A Common kn(
firms use only the information
l\i=1Fi, j = 1, ... , n, where 1\ del

Let L~i denote the set of all n.
selections from the production SE

E

{qi E L1 (IL, Y) : qi
Qi(W), /1 - a.e.}.

Also let L~ = L~, X ... x L~ ".
Let LQ; denote t.he set of all Bo
selections from the production SE
{qi E L 1 (/1 , Y) : qi
E

Qi(w) , /1- a.e.}.

;, That. is t.h e smallest. CT-algchra CO ll i
fiTl);)!. is t.he largest. CT-algcbrfl COllt.fl

